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NICK DE SEMLYEN

The ultimate guide to commando,
Arnie’s Arniest film, by the
maniacs who made it…
Ch1, 0:00:22 The epic opening shot sees a
garbage truck roll into view. And roll. And
roll. It’s the Star Destroyer of ’80s action
cinema — and aptly enough it’s carrying
three utter shits: mercs out to ruin an
ex-soldier’s morning. By shooting him.
Ch1, 0:01:50 The hit — in which the lethal
binmen riddle their victim with dozens of
bullets, then another dozen just to be sure
— was devised by screenwriter Steven E.
de Souza as he was taking out his trash.
“They ended up filming it at my place.”
Ch1, 0:02:25 Cooke (Bill Duke), one of said
mercs, kills another veteran at the victim’s
workplace, a Cadillac lot. How or why an
ex-soldier has become a Cadillac salesman
is never divulged.
Ch1, 0:03:46 Another convoluted
assassination, this time via exploding boat.
Ch2, 0:04:00 Cue the steel drums as superhuman hero John Matrix (Arnold
Schwarzenegger) is introduced, carrying
a tree (!) on his shoulder. “The montage
is based on the old Leni Riefenstahl
pictures,” says director Mark Lester.
“Even though they were Nazi films, they
had some amazing filmmaking in them.”
Ch2, 0:05:02 Matrix senses someone behind
him as he chops wood. Luckily, it’s just his
daughter, Jenny (Alyssa Milano). Or, as
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Arnie pronounces it, “Chenny.”
Ch2, 0:05:24 A montage of Matrix and
Jenny’s peaceful, war-free life. It involves
ice cream-eating, baby deer-petting,
swimming and hugging. Mostly hugging.
Ch2, 0:07:12 The pair enjoys a peaceful,
war-free meal, prepared by Jenny. Matrix
peruses a teen magazine called Creem.
“Why don’t dey just call him Girl George?”
Ch2, 0:07:43 He takes a bite of his sandwich
and frowns, “What’s in this?” “You don’t
want to know,” Jenny answers.
Ch3, 0:07:55 Fortunately for Matrix, an
approaching chopper provides an excuse
to ditch lunch. It’s Major General Franklin
Kirby (James Olson), whom Matrix sneaks
up on and disarms. “Silent and smooth, just
like always,” admires Kirby, suggesting that
this is their usual greeting.
Ch3, 0:10:04 Kirby explains that an unknown
force is taking out Matrix’s old squad.
As he departs, villains storm out of the
undergrowth, having somehow followed
Kirby’s helicopter. But Matrix has smelled
them coming. “Those guys must have
a really bad smell," shrugs Lester.
Ch3, 0:12:22 Matrix heads to his shed to get
some ordnance. The unbreakable code to
his safe: 13.
Ch4, 0:13:11 Jenny is kidnapped! And despite

heaving a brakeless car downhill in pursuit,
Matrix is also captured.
Ch5, 0:16:03 Power-mad former tyrant Arius
(Dan Hedaya) wants Matrix to take out the
president of Val Verde, a fictional country
invented by de Souza (see page 77).
Ch6, 0:18:37 But Arius is small fry compared
to Bennett, a former compadre of Matrix.
Don’t be fooled by his bushy moustache,
fingerless gloves or unimposing physique:
he’s an Australian killing machine in
a chainmail wifebeater. After the original
Bennett was fired on set for lack of menace,
Vernon Wells was flown in to take the part.
“When I met Arnold, I remember that he
was not impressed,” says Wells. “So in our
first scene I went straight at him. Apparently
he requested that in any scene with me that
had a knife in it, the knife had to be plastic.”
Ch6, 0:19:26 Henchmen Sully (David Patrick
Kelly) and Henriques (Charles Meshack)
are entrusted with putting Matrix on a
flight to Val Verde. “You’re a funny guy,
Sully. I like you,” says our hero. “That’s
why I’ll kill you last.”
Ch7, 0:23:32 After taking out Henriques with
a silent and smooth neck-snap, Matrix leaps
off the plane, plummeting hundreds of feet
into a swamp. His jacket remains dry.
“There’s only one animated shot in the >
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arrest Matrix. Fortunately, they not only
forget to cuff him but leave Cindy. She
pursues and fires a missile at the police van.
Ch16, 0:59:00 Conveniently, Cindy knows how
to fly a plane, so she and Matrix set off for
the final showdown. Bill Paxton makes
a baffling cameo as an air traffic controller
who warns them about a nearby naval
exercise. “That was meant to feature in the
climax,” says de Souza. “But we couldn’t
afford it, and we couldn’t lose that scene
without making the movie too short.”
Ch16, 0:59:30 There was also originally a midflight sex scene. “I thought it was gratuitous
— plus, who would be flying the plane?”
says Chong. “The studio wouldn’t allow
it,” Lester explains. “Nobody wanted a sex
scene with Rae Dawn and Arnold. It was
kind of an odd coupling to begin with.”
Ch17, 1:02:50 Matrix dons a pair of Speedos
for cinema’s most gratuitous rowing
sequence. The soundtrack goes sax-wild.
Ch18, 1:04:16 Time to tool up, as Matrix
prepares for war. “Arnold insisted on using
his own hand for the close-ups,” recalls
Lester. “He said, ‘Even my hand cannot
be duplicated. It’s one of a kind.’ It was
actually the one time he got hurt: he
jammed his knife into the sheath, cut his
other hand and had to go to hospital.”
Ch18, 1:06:48 Twenty minutes of mayhem
begin. If you’re astonished by how many
bodyguards Arius has on his compound,
so is the film’s writer. “In the script there
were maybe a dozen security guards,”
says de Souza. “But the director saw a
preview of Rambo II and said, ‘We’ve
got to have a bigger dick.’”
Ch19, 1:07:39 Note the blatant mannequins
standing in for Arius’ troops.

“the director saw rambo II and said, ‘We’ve got
to have a bigger dick.’” steven e. dE souza, writer
Ch13, 0:47:51 Matrix creeps around a
warehouse, silently and smoothly, spying on
Arius’ army. Several extras were bodybuilder
chums of Schwarzenegger. “One day he and
his friends took all the jacks out from the
back of my trailer,” says Wells. “I went back
in, sat on the couch and the trailer went
straight up in the air. You could hear the
chortles from Arnold’s trailer.”
Ch13, 0:49:30 Deploying Cindy’s in-depth
knowledge of aviation fuel and Matrix’s
expertise for decoding oceanographic
charts, the pair figure out the location
of Arius’ private island.
Ch14, 0:51:28 But before heading there,
Matrix decides to smash his way into
a surplus store, using a bulldozer, and
load up on weapons. There’s no possible
way this plan could go wrong.
Ch14, 0:53:05 Oh, it did. Cops turn up and
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• Clockwise from top:
Cooke (Bill Duke) and
Bennett (Vernon Wells) with
the kidnapped “Chenny”;
A tooled-up Matrix; The
actors who played Matrix’s
unit pose for a photo
in writer Steven E. de
Souza’s garden (note the
original Bennett, far left,
whose name none of the
filmmakers can remember.
If YOU were the original
Bennett, please write in);
Matrix strikes a pose;
Bennett and Matrix face off.

Ch19, 1:07:50 Hearing Matrix’s claymores,
Bennett fondles his knife. “There was no
gay attitude as far as I was concerned,”
insists Wells. “But people now refer to
Bennett as Freddie Mercury on steroids.”
Ch20, 1:09:30 The killing continues in a flower
garden. “When they were shooting those
scenes I was in my trailer,” says Chong, “so
I didn’t even know the amount of carnage
until I saw it in the theatre. I was like, ‘Holy
fuck!’ And sad that there were all these cute
little brown guys getting nailed.”
Ch20, 1:10:56 Cornered in a shed, Matrix
slaughters several baddies using gardening
tools. “Arnold, while they were shooting the
scene where he cuts off the guy’s arm with
an axe, suggested he should slap him with
it and say, ‘Quit whining!’” says de Souza.
Ch20, 1:11:48 Keep an eye out for the same
stuntmen being mowed down again and

again. “A lot of them were being re-used,”
Lester admits. “They were always putting
on new costumes and moustaches and wigs.
It was like, ‘Bring more bodies!’”
Ch21, 1:14:33 The grand house in this
sequence once belonged to silent comedy
legend Harold Lloyd. It also featured in
the climax of Beverly Hills Cop.
Ch21, 1:15:02 A running gun battle with
Arius ends with the despot being shot
to death at least four times, then falling
from a high window. Hooray!
Ch22, 1:16:00 The final showdown begins,
as Matrix and Bennett face off in a dark
boiler room (not a set, but the actual
basement at 20th Century Fox). “The movie
was supposed to end with Bennett fleeing in
a speedboat and Matrix chasing him,” says
de Souza. “They’d land on an island where
the Marines do their training, and fight on
the beach while landmines go off and naval
ships fire shells at them. Unfortunately, we
spent all our money killing 150 people.”
Ch22, 1:16:52 Using reverse psychology,
Matrix convinces Bennett to throw away his
gun and let Jenny go. “I don’t need the girl!”
gasps Bennett, not doing anything to dispel
those Freddie Mercury comparisons.
Ch22, 1:17:30 Finally, they clash. “The manoa-mano fight between Arnold and I was
brutal,” says Wells. “People were waiting to
see which of us went to hospital first. He
chipped a bone in his shoulder, I dislocated
my elbow. But they could have asked me to
jump off the Empire State Building and
I probably would have.”
Ch22, 1:18:02 Despite the deranged glint
in Bennett’s eye, it doesn’t seem a fair
fight. If, as Clive James famously put it,
Schwarzenegger resembles a condom
stuffed with walnuts, Wells looks like
a sock stuffed with marshmallows.
Ch22, 1:19:24 Yet Bennett somehow
dominates, smashing Matrix with a red-hot
furnace door and even bouncing back from
a high-voltage shock to land an uppercut.
At this point the movie has essentially
turned into a Looney Tunes cartoon.
Ch22, 1:19:43 Bennett abandons his no-gun
policy and cocks his Uzi. “I’m not going
to shoot you between the eyes, John,” he
sneers. “I’m going to shoot you between the
balls!” Matrix responds by impaling him
with a giant pipe and quipping, “Let off
some steam, Bennett.” (An alternative take
had him saying, “Can’t take the pressure?”)
Ch22, 1:20:05 Jenny looks on, smiling.
Presumably, if she didn’t need therapy
after her harrowing ordeal, she will now.
Ch23, 1:21:11 Impressed by all the silent and
smooth destruction, Kirby asks Matrix to
re-start his unit. “No chance,” John replies.
There are, after all, deer to pet.
Ch24, 1:23:24 As Matrix, Cindy and Jenny
take off, a power ballad plays: “No storm
clouds gathering terrify/ I am a mountain/
Surrounded by your love.”
nick@empiremagazine.com
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MATRIX
RELOADED
Will Arnie ever go
Commando again?

“This was the last time,”
said John Matrix at the end of
Commando. “Until the next
time,” shot back his mentor,
General Kirby. This wasn’t just
a cute exchange, but a bona fide
set-up for a sequel, which Steven
de Souza teamed up with Frank
Darabont to write in the late ’80s.
Having sneaked a look at the
script, Empire can confirm that
it would have delivered another
serving of deliriously OTT action,
including a sequence in which
Matrix hangs off a helicopter
while another chopper below
attempts to slice off his legs. The
plot sees him go up against Kirby
— now rogue and teamed with
a Panamanian drug lord — and
forced to infiltrate a hi-tech
building with a security system
he’s designed himself.
“The concept was not entirely
different to that of The Tomb,”
says de Souza, referring to the
upcoming Schwarzenegger/
Stallone collaboration. “Matrix
has to defeat all the top people
that he’s recruited, like The
Magnificent Seven.” Sadly, the
project was shelved. “Arnold’s
price quickly eclipsed what the
budget was going to be. And
maybe he didn’t want to do a
sequel. This was a time before
sequels had really caught fire.”
While de Souza believes
Commando 2 may still happen
with Schwarzenegger, he says
that the mooted remake —
which was recently written by
David Ayer — is as dead as
Bennett. “Fox wanted to do a
more realistic version, but it’ll
never see the light of day. David
has now got a found-footage
movie (End Of Watch) coming out,
and then the one with Arnold
(Ten, also known as Breacher).
And anyway, Commando was
written for a unique,
one-off actor. Doing
it without Arnold
would be like
remaking Singin’
In The Rain minus
the dancing.”

Kobal, Photofest, Personal Collection of Steve de Souza

movie, where he falls from the plane,” claims
Lester, though it looks like a dummy to us.
Ch7, 0:23:54 Matrix sets the countdown timer
on his watch. It beeps loudly in close-up, but
never when he’s sneaking up on someone.
Ch7, 0:24:38 Meet the film’s love interest,
air stewardess Cindy (Rae Dawn Chong).
“My first reading with Arnold involved this
weird bit where he pulls a dildo out of her
bag,” Chong says. “I was meant to say, ‘It
gets lonely on the road!’, but I thought that
was lame and changed it to, ‘That’s not
mine!’” The scene was ultimately cut.
Ch9, 0:30:36 The duo tail Sully to the Galleria,
a mall that also appears in Terminator 2.
There, Matrix explains his predicament to
Cindy. “That was Arnold’s biggest chunk
of dialogue,” says Lester. “It was nervewracking, as the studio heads were on set
watching him try to get the lines out, over
and over. One of them said, ‘I told you
not to have him talk!’”
Ch10, 0:34:33 Arnie’s back on familiar turf,
picking up and lobbing a phone booth —
with a man inside. “Originally Matrix was
going to pull the wires out of the back,”
says de Souza. “But I said, ‘It’s Arnold
— he should pick up the whole booth.’”
Ch11, 0:39:22 “Remember, Sully, when
I promised to kill you last?” asks Matrix,
dangling his foe off a cliff. “I lied.” Recalls
Lester: “On opening night I drove around
all the theatres to watch it, and audiences
kept yelling out that line. It was famous
even before the movie came out.”
Ch12, 0:42:16 At the sleazy Sunspot motel,
Matrix eliminates Cooke using a coffee
table. Note that when they smash through
a wall to reveal a couple having sex, the girl
is BEHIND the man.
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